
CONSTANT ∆P CONTROL VALVE 
SERIES 5103

Common control valves, have a difference in fluid pressure, through the adjustment section, which 
varies with almost quadratic law regarding the flow rate. This phenomenon is known to negatively 
influence operating features of the valve. The ∆P is kept constant in 5103 valve, and consequently 
the fluid speed through the adjustment section also turns out constant, thus linear flow rate 
variations correspond to linear section variations.

• Linear flow characteristic

• Flow rate independent from pressure
changes in main supply or downstream
the valve itself

• High repeatability of regulation
characteristics

• Production process certified ISO9001

• High reliability during time

Series 5103control valve with constant ∆P 
allows, without the assistance of auxiliary 
energy or appliances, a flow rate adjustment 
proportional to rotation angle of the command 
lever in spite of pressure changes in the main 
supply or downstream the valve itself.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

The typical application of constant ∆P valve series 5103 is flow rate regulation for burners 
feeding in fuel oil or diesel oil furnaces. In furnaces subdivided in regulation zones, a variation 
of fuel flow rate supplied a zone, produces a variation of pressure in the feeding circuit. This 
phenomenon influences other zones. In case of traditional control valves using, this phenomenon 
could create variations in the other zones and consequently compromise combustion ratio 
control.
Make use of 5103 valves, to control  flow rate, allow a zone independent behavior and, in 
general from pressure variations in fuel oil circuit.
In case of an increment of flow resistance downstream the control valve, for example due to a 
clogging of the pipeline and/or burners, the constant ∆P valve balances the spring-piston 
system and thus guarantees independence of flow rate from that issue and furthermore cleans 
out the clogged area.
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

- Flanges
- Regulation lever rotation
- Fluids

- Maximum flow rate
- Maximum operating pressure
- Maximum operating temperature
- Blow-bys with closed valve
- Wight

:  ND25     UNI-DIN PN16 e PN25
:  90° clockwise
:  Liquids.    Maximum viscosity  12°E   at 100°C

90cSt at 100°C
:  3000 L/h at 6Bar
:  15Bar
:  130°C
:  2% of the maximum flow rate
:  26 Kg

AUTOMATIC REGULATION OF COSTANT ∆∆∆∆P

As shown in the schematic valve representation, before reaching the adjustment section (1), the fluid 
goes through the plug (2), which is the valve part that allows a constant pressure difference P1-P2 
between upstream and downstream of adjustment section (1).

1 - Adjustment section
2 - Plug
3 - Piston
4 - Adjustable spring

Pin - Input pressure
P1  - Pressure upstream

the adjustment section
P2 - Pressure downstream

the adjustment section

If for any reason, the input pressure (Pin) should rise, and thus ∆P should also temporarily increase, 
the spring-piston system reacts, pushing toward balance conditions.
The reaction consists of a restriction of plug flow section (2), thus creating a higher flow resistance 
and almost immediately lowering P1 pressure to its starting value.
On the other hand, in case of Pin pressure decrease, the spring-piston system increases plug flow 
section, and thus keep P1 and ∆P constant.
The same response behavior is carried out even in case of variation of downstream pressure of 
regulation section P2.
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